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Book review

A�new� author� has� entered� the�legal�thriller�genre�and�he�is�off�
to� a� good� start.�The Concrete 

Lawyer,� written� by� Adam� Barrist,� a�
Philadelphia� lawyer� who� graduated�
from�the�University�of�Pennsylvania�and�
Villanova�Law�School,�is�an�entertaining,�
easy-to-read�book.��
The�narrator�of�the�story,�Alex�Brown,�

is� a� young� attorney�working� at� a� high-
pressure� firm� with� no� business� of� his�
own.� Like� many� young� attorneys,� he�
works�long�hours,�and�struggles�between�
devoting�the�time�necessary�to�establish�
himself� as� a� well-reputed� attorney� and�
spending� time�with� his�wife� and� child.�
In� the� middle� of� his� struggles,� Alex�
finally� hits� the� lottery� with� his� career�
and� is� being� asked� to� represent� three�
clients� with� large� books� of� business.�
He�believes�that�with�these�new�clients,�
fame� and� fortune� are� sure� to� follow.�
What�could�possibly�go�wrong?
What� follows� are� twists� and� turns�

as� Alex� learns� more� about� his� clients�
and� the� businesses� in� which� they� are�
involved.�Two�of�these�clients�are�local�
and�each�has�problems�of�his�own.�The�
other�client�pays�his�firm�a�large�retainer�
and� brings� him� on� a� trip� to� Paris,� the�
sister�city�of�Philadelphia,�in�a�first-class�
seat�on�an�international�flight.�However,�
when� Alex� arrives,� he� discovers� that�
he� was� chosen� by� that� client� for� an�
immoral,� and� even� criminal,� purpose,�
rather�than�for�his�sharp�legal�skills�and�
ability� to� speak� fluent� French.� As� the�
story�progresses,�Alex� learns�how�each�
of� his� new� clients� are� interrelated� in� a�
scheme� that�will�cause�him� to�not�only�
risk�his�career,�but�his�life�as�well.��
Through� his� narration,� the� main�

character� is� thoroughly� developed.� At�

times,�you�like�him,�while�at�other�times,�
you�wonder�how�an�intelligent�attorney�
can�be�so�naïve.�The�people�surrounding�
him�also�have�both�likable�and�unlikable�
characteristics� and� pull� the� main�
character�in�many�different�directions.
At�many�moments,�this�is�a�book�that�

is�hard�to�put�down.�The�beginning�is�a�
bit�slow�as�the�characters�are�developed�
and� settings� are� described.� The� author�
refers� to� many� real� sites� and� sounds�
of� Philadelphia� and� Paris,� as� well� as�
fictional� places,� and� provides� detailed�
descriptions�of�both.�At�times,�the�reader�
may�find�that� the�descriptions�were�too�
detailed�and�the�phonetic�spelling�of�the�
French� and� Philadelphia� accents� made�
the� dialogue� difficult� to� understand;�

however,�most�of�that�can�be�overlooked�
in�view�of�the�several�references�made�to�
the�beloved�Philadelphia�Phillies.
Throughout�the�book,�and�particularly,�

toward�the�end,�there�are�several�twists,�
albeit,� for� those� who� read� or� watch�
legal� thrillers,� some� may� be� a� bit� too�
predictable.
Overall,� this� is� a� well-written,�

entertaining� story.� It� is� definitely� ideal�
for� those�who� enjoy� legal� thrillers� and�
just�want�to�escape�from�the�realities�of�
everyday�life.��
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